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Abstract 
Power conduction with minimum loss is the major standards while calculating the 
effectiveness of the device. Most of the devices are using the gear conduction from the input 
to output but it has the major power injury due to resistance. A research in this area brought 
new ideas to conduct the power using altered mechanism. This paper considers and workouts 
the new mechanism by changing the bevel gear with 90º poke is used to conduct the power. 
This conduction system specifies that there is the opportunity of right angle power conduction 
without gears in effective way. In this paper the power is conducted with six 
pokescentrifugallyconnected at an angle of 60º with respect to the center of the axis. The 
project gearless conduction is being compact and portable apparatus, which is competent 
and is having something specific in conducting power atan90ºdirection without any gears 
being mass-produced 
 
Keywords - Poke rod, Device, Analysis, Total deformation, Von masses stress, Hub, Design 
stresses. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Today’s world requires speed on every and 
every area. as a result rapidness and brief 
working is the most essential. Now days 
for accomplishing rapidness, various 
machines and system are synthetic by guy. 
Engineer is continuously conformed to the 
demanding situations of bringing ideas and 
design in to fact. New system and 
strategies are being evolved continuously 
to manufacture numerous merchandise at 
inexpensive charges and excessive high-
quality. The task “GEARLESS 
TRANSMISSION” being compact and 
portable system, which is skillful and is 
having something practice in the 
transmitting power at right angle without 
any gears being manufactured. Most of the 
material is made available by our college. 
The parts can be easily made in our 
college-shop its price is also less .this 
project gives us knowledge, experience, 
skill and new ideas of the manufacturing. 
It is a working project and having 
guarantee of the success.  
 
This project is the equipment useful to 
improve the quality of the gear being 
manufactured and may be made in much 
less time, consequently we have selected 
this undertaking el-bow mechanism is an 
inventive link mechanism of slider and 
kinematic chain principle. That is also 
called as “gearless transmission 
mechanism” this mechanism is very 
beneficial for transmitting movement at 
right angles. But in sure commercial 
software “gearless transmission at proper 
attitude” can also work at obtuse or correct 
angle plane can be in comparison to bug 
and Trojan horse gear or bevel and pinion 
equipment which are perpetually used 
inside the enterprise for severa application. 
for the reason that factor referring to 
beneath frictional Forces among the 
mating tools teeth, the erratic hunting of 
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the gears, the back lash among the tooth 
cannot be conquer and for this reason the 
performance can't be extra than 55% of 
recent gears of warm bevel type are being 
manufactured in poly propqlenerand epoxy 
material where the Frictional Forces are 
relatively eliminated. even though such 
gears are used for quite small programs the 
efficiency isn't extra than forty two% .The 
El-bow Mechanism transmits the I/P 
strength in the direction of the O/P side 
such way that the angular Forces produced 
in the slacks are simply transmitted with 
the assist of pins which takes up the I/P 
energy and the right angle force is 
transferred in the direction of the O/P slack 
and pin assembly. 
 
as a result little or no friction performs 
while the strength is being transmitted; the 
looking and lower back lash one absent. 
Consequently, its miles favored that 
efficiency as excessive as90-ninety two% 
are feasible in.El-bow mechanism. How it 
will become work, which we are showing 
by cutting the wood by attaching the wood 
cutter at the output shaft as well as we are 
also making it as compressor. It will suck 
the air from atmosphere, compressor it & 
delivers it at high pressure. As we were 
calculate the result obtained is we can get 
the compressed air at pressure2 bar. The 
first application of this mechanism was 
made use of the “Big Ben Clock” having 
four dials on the tower of London. This 
clock was installed some Time 
between1630 to 1635 AD. And still it is 
functioning in good condition. 
 
The main or driving disk is faced with a 
disk of aluminum. The driven has a 
operating rim of elastic fiber. Lambert says 
in the invention, In practice i've observed 
that this combination of aluminum and 
fiber bearing surfaces gives the maximum 
degree of friction and durability, thereby 
mainly adapting the gearing for use on 
motor motors of the heavier type, where 
the friction surfaces are at instances 
subjected to fantastic strains, and ought to, 
consequently, have a frictional touch of a 
excessive diploma of performance as a 
way to avoid slipping. It will be observed 
that the aluminum is advantageous also, 
because it will not tarnish or rust 
appreciably, but will always present a 
smooth, clean surface to the fiber 
periphery, so that wear will be reduced to a 
minimum
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The improved 1910 invention, patent No. 
954,977, made additional improvements to 
the original friction driving mechanism 
and had the following claims: 
1. Power transmission mechanism 
consisting a power transmitting wheel, 
rigid pins projecting from the facet thereof 
parallel with the axis of the wheel; a 
longitudinally movable shaft unbiased of 
and coaxial with said wheel, inflexible 
arms projecting radially from said shaft 
close to stated wheel and furnished with 
ball sockets, balls fitting in stated sockets, 
balls fitting in said sockets so as to be 
slidable on said pins, and means insertible 
in each socket for tightening the ball 
therein, whereby said shaft may have 
longitudinal movement and the parts have 
no angular play. 
2. Friction energy transmission mechanism 
consist a power transmitting wheel, a 
longitudinally movable shaft impartial of 
and coaxial with stated wheel, inflexible 
pins projecting from the facet of stated 
wheel, rigid arms extending radially from 
stated shaft close to stated wheel with their 
outer ends apertured and split,one end of 
the apertured portion of each arm being 
contracted and having a concave bearing 
surface, a ball adapted to fit in the aperture 
of each arm against said bearing surface 
and surrounding said pin so as to be 
slidable thereon, a tubular plug screwed 
into each arm with a concave bearing 
surface on the inner end to engage said 
ball, and means for clamping the split end 
of each arm. 
 
REVIEW ON WORK CARRIED OUT 
Here is a wonderful mechanism that carry 
force through a 90ºbend.Translating 
rotational motion around an axis normally 
includes gears, that can quickly come to be 
complicated, rigid and clumsy-searching, 
frequently ugly. So, instead of the usage of 
gears, this era elegantly converts rotational 
motion the usage of a hard and fast of 
cylindrical bars, bent to ninetyº, in a smart, 
easy and smooth manner that translates 
strong rotational force even in constrained 
spaces.
 
 
Fig1. gearless transmission mechanism 
 
A gearless transmission is provided for 
transmitting rotational velocity from an 
input connected to three bent links. Both the input 
shaft and the housing have rotational axes. The 
rotational axis of the input shaft is 
disposed at an angle of 90 degree with 
respect to the rotational axis of the 
housing. As a result, rotation of the input 
shaft results in a processional motion of 
the axis of the bent link ,The rotary and 
reciprocating motion of bent link transmit 
rotation of prime mover to 90 degree without 
any gear system to an output shaft without gears. 
The transmission includes an input shaft. 
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DESIGN CALCULATIONS 
Testing of the machine and for 
functioning.Power of motor = ¼ H.P = 746 
x 0.25 = 186.5 N- m /s Rpm of motor N= 
1440 rpmPower of motor P =186.5 watt. P 
= 2 πN TP /60 -Where, N = Rpm of motor 
= 1440 
T = Torque transmitted..we get,186.5 = 
2π×140×T/60 .T = 1.23 N-m .T = 1238 N-
mm. 
 
DESIGNING OF SHAFT 
Following stresses are normally adopted in 
shaft design 
Max tensile stress = 60 N/mm2 
Max shear stress = 40 N/mm2 
Considering 25 % overload 
Tmax= 1238 x 1.25= 1.525 x 10 3 N-mm 
The shaft is subject to pure torsional stress 
We know T= 3. 14/16 x fs x d3 
15250 = 3. 14/ 16 x 70x d3 
D =10.20mm 
Taking factor of safety = 2 
D = 10 x 2 = 20mm 
A shaft diameter is 20mm and length is 
230mm 
𝑀=2151.11𝑁×230𝑚𝑚 
=494755.3𝑁𝑚𝑚 
Bending stress for shaft 
𝜎=32𝑀𝜋×𝑑3 
=186.649N/mm² 
Tensional shear stress of shaft 
𝑀𝑡=60×106𝑘𝑤2𝜋𝑛 
Where, Kw=7.5, n=120 
Mt=596831.03Nmm 
τ=16Mt/πd³ 
=16×596831.03/π×203 
=112.57N/mm² 
 
DESIGNING OF HUB  
Considering a hub of internal diameter is 
32mm and outer diameter is 92mm, length 
is 82mm.  
𝑝 =100×9.81=981  
𝜎𝑏 =𝑝𝐷𝑖2 /𝐷02−𝐷𝑖2  
=980×322 /922−322  
=135.01N/mm  
s 
We know that,  
Same torque is transmitted to bent link 
shaft  
So torque on each shaft = T /3 = 15250 /3 
= 5083 N mm  
T= 3. 14/16 x fs x d3  
5083 = 3. 14/ 16 x 70x d3  
D = 7.17 mm.  
Take approximately D=8mm.  
Diameter of rod is 8mm and length is 
300mm  
𝑍 =0.78𝑅3  
=0.78×43  
= 49.92 kg/mm²  
Bending stress of rod  
σ =PL/4Z  
=186.5×300/4×49.92  
=280.19 N/mm²  
 
ADVANTAGES  
1.  Complete freedom of 
Interchangeability.  
2.  More efficient than gear.  
3. Power could be transfer to any desired 
angle.  
4.  Ease of manufacturing.  
5.  Misalignment of shafts can be tolerated 
to some extent.  
6.  Simpler cooling systems.  
7.  Low cost of manufacturing.   
8.  Portability of parts.  
 
LIMITATIONS  
1.  Does not work at very low starting 
torque.  
2.  Improper whole drilling could pose 
much problem.  
3.  Sudden load would cause mechanism 
breakdown.  
4.  Speed ratio is always constant.   
5.  Links are to be placed after certain 
cycle time. 
 
APPLICATIONS  
1. Tower clocks. 
 2. Gang drilling (multi spindle drilling). 
 3. Lubrication pump for CNC lathe. 
 4. Angular drilling between 0-90 degrees.  
5. Movement of periscope in submarines. 
 6. Used in vehicles (go-carts). 
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 7. Hand driven machines like juice maker, 
sheet folding machines etc. 
 8. The mechanism very useful for a 
reaching a drive at a clumsy location. 
 9. Air blower for electronic and computer 
machines.  
 
SCOPE 
1. Working on stress concentration is 
recommended. 
2. Working on aluminium as a prime 
material is recommended. 
3. Fatigue analysis is recommended. 
4. Analysis of the mechanism with higher 
no of elbow rods is recommended. 
 
 METHODOLOGY 
1.Study of research papers. 
2.Design of shaft, rod and elbow. 
3.Solid Works simulation feature is used to 
find out stress                     
4.Fabrication of shaft, rod and elbow. 
5.Mounting of shaft on wood board/iron 
board. 
6.Assemble the all part. 
7.Evaluating design moment and force and 
calculation. 
8.Compare the actual result with model. 
 
CONCLUDINGREMARK 
1. The model works correctly as per 
design. 
2. With the help of this system, we can 
efficiently reduce the cost in power 
transmission. 
3. Further advancement in this 
technology can be made. 
4. Continues smooth power transmission. 
5. The Gearless Power transmission is 
one of the budding idea of the 
technology. 
 
CONCLUSION 
During working on investigationalsystem 
and after a lengthyargument it is pragmatic 
that projectedpreparation used for any set 
of distances with any shape of tubes for tip 
shafts of any direction but the tube’s must 
be having the revolving motion about his 
particularalignment, conduction of wave is 
very flat and necessary and used only for 
the equivalent R.P.M. of pouring shaft and 
determinedtube by commissioningrelations 
or given type of relations for proper joints 
for revolute couple. 
 
Some prosperous mechanical policies 
function efficiently however meagerwing 
they are made while other does this only 
by benefit of an perfect construction &apt 
of their moving parts.  
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